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Loving Presence
Celeyce Matthews - Certified Hospice and Palliative Nursing
Assistant at Zen Hospice Project
Sometimes I am lucky to have a nursing shift at Zen Hospice Project’s Guest House on a
day when the Threshold Choir is there to sing their tender, soothing songs to people in
their last weeks and days of life. The choir’s lovely, ethereal voices gently meander
through the elegant rooms of the whole house creating a palpable sense of peace and
beauty as I give care to our residents and their families. Tears often fill my eyes as I
stand in a doorway of a resident’s room listening and observing as the choir serenades
the person in the bed, moved by the loving voices. Their quiet singing seems to cradle
us all, imbuing graceful acceptance of the grief of dying with loving presence. Love, loss
and grief are some of the many emotions
involved in the dying process. The
Threshold Choir’s singing allows us all, the
ill and their families and the caregiving staff
alike, to tenderly touch on those feelings that
need to be felt and released for real peace
and healing to happen. Residents, their
loved ones, and staff at the Zen Hospice
Project Guest’s House all have expressed
great gratitude for the Threshold Choir’s
gracious and healing voices. Thank you for
singing us all through these profound human transitions.

From our Board Members
Katharine Rose Kirner - Board Chair
When I awoke 24 hours after a grueling brain tumor surgery, I felt I had crossed over
and then back again. And, I awoke with a mission: To live a meaningful life going
forward. Seventeen years ago, the Threshold Choir was born, a year before my surgery,

and it took me a decade to find my way here. It has now been six extraordinary years of
connecting singing with service, service with heart and heart with what has purpose and
meaning.
I spend much of my life within the domain of Death and Dying. I serve as a Zen Hospice
volunteer; I manage hospice volunteers in my work; I participate in the stewardship of
both my local chapter and the larger Threshold Choir; and, I sing for those at the
Thresholds of Life. I am deeply rooted in the uncertainty of life itself. Singing at the
bedside has gently allowed me, not only to be of service, but to also look behind the veil
of what protects or defends our vulnerable selves, and to bear witness to another’s life
well-lived. When I sing at these thresholds, I lean in and am present with the intimacy
of dying. This intimacy harbors a deep element of self-reflection and gives me a glimpse
of our true nature. This kind of reflection is not a protocol singers follow, but simply
what occurs in the unfolding of a Threshold Singer’s inner landscape of peace,
compassion and trust. Singing for those at the thresholds of life touches the core of my
being with a fullness of purpose and meaning. And, I am changed because of it – every
time.

Nancy Roberts-Brown, Vice-Chair
In November 2014, when I heard Kate Munger being interviewed on NPR at the time of
her retirement, I knew immediately that I wanted to be a part of the Threshold Choir. It
represented just the right combination of my interests in hospice and in singing. I
immediately joined Seattle Threshold Singers, and haven’t looked back. When I was
invited to serve on the board, I was pleased to do that, as well, as it allowed me to bring
some of my more left-brain skills to this beautiful organization. I am currently the
board’s Vice President and a member of the Development Committee.
Board membership has been, and remains, an honor to serve the choir in this way. I
look forward with great anticipation to all we can accomplish together as this amazing
and unique organization expands to bring comfort through song to more and more
people at the thresholds of their lives.

Cherry Tinker - Secretary
When I retired for the third time in 2013, I did not see that some of my most
gratifying fundraising and non-profit management experiences were ahead of
me. At my first all choir gathering in 2015, six months after becoming director of
Evergreen Threshold Singers in Kirkland, WA, I was fortunate to meet ED Heidi
Dressler and several board members. They believed that I could contribute to their
strategic priorities - growing the fundraising program and incorporating non-profit
management best practices in a board-led organization. Because of the remarkable
volunteers who have served and are serving on the board, we are making measureable
progress on both fronts, while responding to extraordinary growth in chapter and
member numbers. My fellow members inspire me, the work nourishes my soul, and I
have bountiful learning opportunities. TCI remains my passion, from the bedside to
the board room.

Linda Jones - Treasurer
I am honored to serve on the board of directors for Threshold Choir International. I first
became involved with Threshold Choir when I joined the Ann Arbor chapter. I moved
into a leadership role there when the director took a sabbatical for health reasons. When
my husband and I moved to Grand Rapids to be near our grandchildren, I started a
chapter here. I have completed my first year of service to the board and have really
enjoyed getting to know our board members and grow together in leadership and
discernment. I have taken on the role of treasurer from Leann Enright after she moved
off the board. I am also the liaison for the Repertoire committee. We are working on
refining the process to submit songs for our repertoire. I have also represented the
board at the Midwest Regional Gathering in Yellow Springs and have reached out to
Threshold chapters as I travel around the country and across the globe. I look forward to
my time on the board and to meeting many of our members in the next year at our All
Choir Gathering and regional gatherings. With love in song.

Lana Noel - Board Member
There once was a time I didn’t know what hospice was. That changed when a loved one
received palliative healthcare during his dying process. When I first observed the
compassionate caring of the hospice team, I never thought that I myself would be sitting
at hospice bedsides offering songs of comfort to patients and their families. Now, four
years later, I have found my way to co-leading a Threshold Choir chapter and to serving
on the international organization’s board. What I really couldn’t imagine is how much
Threshold would change my life.
Perhaps it is the volunteer aspect to what we do. People come to this work in an attitude
of giving, to offer their energy, their time and love. Yet, maybe the actual singing at the
bedside is the change agent - music winding its way through us and out into the room,
providing calm and grace for the listener. Or it could be the witnessing of death
repeatedly every week for years. The observation of people’s unique dying process and
the ways families cope truly is a master teacher. The giving, the singing, the listening,
the stillness - each of these lends its way to our growth. We become more careful
listeners and sing from a deeper place. We remain truer to ourselves and others and
consciously impact the world in humble yet profound ways.

A Letter from our Executive Director
Dear Friends of the Threshold Choir,

It has been a memorable year in the growth of the Threshold Choir. We can now include
over 2100 members in nearly 200 chapters around the world as part of this incredible
mission: Singing for those at the thresholds of life.
We enjoyed many successes in 2017. Our All-Choir Gathering in Portland, Oregon
brought nearly 300 of us to teach, to learn and to sing together. It was spectacular! We
began a collection of data related to bedside sings, with just over 100 of our chapters
reporting an average of more than 2000 sings per month. Incredible! The long-awaited
reworking of our website was started and will start to roll out in early 2018. Wonderful!
Our Board of Directors - Katharine Kirner, Chair; Nancy Roberts-Brown, Vice-Chair;
Cherry Tinker, Secretary; Leeann Enright, Treasurer; and members Lana Noel and
Linda Jones - did the usual stellar job of decision-making and providing leadership.
They worked tirelessly to make sure our task forces stayed on track, our finances
remained secure, and the sustainability of the Threshold Choir was ensured. They are
the hardest working board I have worked with in 40 years of non-profit management
and they teach me something new every day.
As we say farewell to 2017, we must include a special thanks to our fabulous Leeann
Enright. Leeann has served the Threshold Choir with leadership on the Board for many
years and has helped us through many of the early challenges. We are deeply grateful for
her contribution to our history and will miss her insights and guidance.
We appreciate the commitment and passion that every Threshold Choir member brings
to support our vision: A world where all at life's thresholds may be honored with
compassion shared through song. Thank you for all you give, for your service to our
mission, and your kindness and compassion. Our clients, their families and their
caregivers appreciate you.
Looking forward to everyone reaching their greatest good in 2018!
With gratitude,
Heidi Dressler
Executive Director

So Many Angels*
2017 was an extraordinary year for philanthropy to Threshold Choir. Thank you to each
of you who supported the organization with your membership renewals, memorial gifts

and year-end gifts. This year's Annual Report acknowledges the major donors to the
TCI with a list of those who have given $200 or more. Having so many individuals and
organizations on our list is an honor and a responsibility. We strive to continue earning
your trust as a non-profit worthy of your giving.
Joan Ackerman
Marilyn Asmuth
Karen Belford
Marcia Bernstein
Sylvia Boorstein
Kathleen Caldwell
Catherine Cammann
Kris Darling
Phyllis Davis
Carolyn Dickerson
Leeann Enright
Molly Forde
Julie Gannam
Annie Garretson
Eileen Goldman
Linda J. Griffin
Diane Head

Marilyn Herczog
Kate Kirner
Morgan Kirtland
Carolyn Knapp
Kristin Lykins
Carol Lynn
Karen McGuire
Kathleen Mahoney
Kay McCormack
Linda McCue
Barbara Monsler
Barb Nicholson
Bonnie Nixon
Lana Noel
Janice Ogar
Dottie Pendleton
Sudie Pollock

Leah Potts Fisher
Sue Ribaudo
Melanie Rios
Nancy Roberts-Brown
Peggy Rogers
Gail Rothenberg
Sally Rothstein
Susan Runyon
Yolanda
Sanchez-Peterson
John Schembri
Susan
Randazzo Schulman
Kate Schuyler
Cynthia Smith
Sandra Soule
Vanora St Clair

Betsy Templeton
Cherry Tinker
Yukari Vincent
Karlette Warner
Franny Whitlock
Beth Whitney-Temple
Thomas Whitrock
The Trustmark
Foundation
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Foundation
Connor Foundation
Levi Strauss
Foundation
Hospice by the Bay
Blue Shield

*This list reflects total giving for the 2017 calendar year. Please contact us with corrections and additions.
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